The influence of charge clustering on the anti-HIV-1 activity and in vivo distribution of negatively charged albumins.
The substitution of human serum albumin with negatively charged molecules, such as succinic acid (Suc-HSA) or aconitic acid (Aco-HSA), resulted in proteins with potent anti-HIV activities, by binding to viral gp120 (V3 loop). The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the distribution of negative charges on the albumin backbone influences the anti-HIV activity. Therefore, we prepared albumins with clusters of negatively charged groups by coupling of heparin. The effects of this substitution on anti-HIV activity, in vivo distribution and the protein structure as compared to random succinylation were assessed. In vitro studies indicated that HSA-modified with heparin 6 or 13 kD displayed anti-HIV activity (IC50=660 and 37 nM, respectively) and exhibited affinity for gp120-V3 loop, although the activity was lower than that of Suc-HSA. Combined derivatization of HSA with heparin 13 kD and aconitic acid groups resulted in significantly increased inhibitory actions (IC50=2.8 nM). Structural analysis showed that modification of HSA with heparin did not lead to extensive unfolding of the protein, meaning that these modified proteins were still globular in structure. In contrast, succinylation of HSA resulted in a highly randomly coiled conformation. Dynamic light scattering experiments revealed that, at neutral pH, the heparin fragments attached to the protein were wrapped around the molecule rather than sticking out into the solution. In conclusion, coupling of sufficient clustered negative charges, by coupling of Hep-fragments, on HSA resulted in a clear anti-HIV activity of the protein. Yet, random distribution of anionic groups in the albumin seemed more optimal for in vitro anti-HIV activity. The higher plasma and lymphatic concentrations of Hep-HSA compared to Suc-HSA seemed more favorable for an anti-HIV activity in vivo.